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Imitation of Facial and Manual Gestures by Human Neonates

Abstract. Infants between 12 and 21 days of age can imitate both facial and manual gestures; this behavior cannot be explained in terms of either conditioning or innate releasing mechanisms. Such imitation implies that human neonates can equate their own unseen behaviors with gestures they see others perform.

Piaget and other students of developmental psychology consider the imitation of facial gestures to be a landmark achievement in infant development. Infants are thought to pass this milestone at approximately 8 to 12 months of age. Infants younger than this have been postulated to lack the perceptual-cognitive sophistication necessary to match a gesture they see with a gesture of their own which they cannot see (1). The experiments we report show that the infant's imitative competence has been underestimated. We find that 12- to 21-day-old infants can imitate both facial and manual gestures (Fig. 1). This result has implications for our conception of innate human abilities and for theories of social and cognitive development.

An experimental evaluation of the neonate's imitative competence raises several methodological difficulties. One consists of distinguishing true imitation from a global arousal response. For example, one can conclude nothing about imitation if an infant produces more tongue protrusions in response to a tongue protrusion demonstration than he does to

---

Fig. 1. Sample photographs from videotape recordings of 2- to 3-week-old infants imitating (a) tongue protrusion, (b) mouth opening, and (c) lip protrusion demonstrated by an adult experimenter.
the presentation of a neutral facial expression. It would be more parsimonious simply to conclude that a moving, human face is arousing for the infant and that increased oral activity is part of the infant’s arousal response. A second issue involves controlling interactions between adult and infant that might shape the imitative response. We found that if parents were informed of the imitative tasks we planned to examine, they practiced these gestures with their infants before coming into the laboratory so that their baby “would do well on the test.” In reviewing films of preliminary work, we also noticed that the examiner tended to alter the rhythm of his tongue protrusion as a function of the response of the infant. These kinds of interactions would expose findings of imitation to a variety of explanations, including the possibility that the infants were merely being conditioned to imitate tongue protrusion. A third issue concerns the scoring of the infant’s responses. The movements tested were not generally produced in a discrete, unambiguous fashion, and not surprisingly, there were gross differences in the scoring as a function of whether or not the observer knew which gesture had been demonstrated to the infant.

In the experiments we now report, these three issues are addressed as follows. (i) Each infant’s response to one gesture is compared to his response to another similar gesture demonstrated by the same adult, at the same distance from the infant, and at the same rate of movement. For instance, we test whether infants produce more tongue protrusions after an adult demonstrates tongue protrusion than after the same adult demonstrates mouth opening, and vice versa. If differential imitation occurs, it cannot be attributed to a mere arousal of oral activity by a dynamic, human face. (ii) Parents were not told that we were examining imitation until after the studies were completed; moreover, the experiments were designed to preclude the possibility that the experimenter might alter the rhythm of his demonstration as a function of the infant’s response. (iii) The infant’s reactions were videotaped and then scored by observers who were uninformed of the gesture shown to the infant they were scoring.

In experiment 1, the subjects were six infants ranging in age from 12 to 17 days ($\bar{x} = 14.3$ days). Three were male and three female. Testing began with a 90-second period in which the experimenter presented an unreactive, “passive face” (lips closed, neutral facial expression) to the infant. Each infant was then shown the following four gestures in a different random order: lip protrusion, mouth opening, tongue protrusion, and sequential finger movement (opening and closing the hand by serially moving the fingers). Each gesture was demonstrated four times in a 15-second stimulus-presentation period. This period was immediately followed by a 20-second response period for which the experimenter stopped performing the gesture and resumed a passive face. In order to allow for the possibility that the infants might not watch the first stimulus presentation, the procedure allowed a maximum of three stimulus presentations and corresponding response periods for any one gesture. Half the cases required only one stimulus presentation. In those cases necessitating more than one stimulus presentation, the 20-second response period used in assessing imitation was the one following the final presentation of the gesture. A 70-second passive-face period separated the presentation of each new type of gesture from preceding ones.

The videotape recordings of the response periods were scored in a random order by undergraduate volunteers. Two groups of six coders were used. One group scored the infant’s facial behavior; the other scored the manual responses. The face coders were informed that the infant in each videotaped segment was shown one of the following four gestures: lip protrusion, mouth opening, tongue protrusion, or passive face. They were instructed to order the four gestures by ranks from the one they thought it most likely the infant in each segment was imitating to the one they thought was least likely. No other training was given. The hand coders were treated identically, except that they were informed that the infant in each segment was presented with one of the following
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Fig. 2. Distribution of “yes” judgments as a function of the gesture shown to the infant during experiment 1. The maximum possible number of judgments for each bar was 36 (six infants and six judges). Shaded bars indicate the imitative reaction. (a) Number of judgments that infants responded with lip protrusion (LP) to each of the four gestures shown them, (b) mouth-opening (MO) judgments, (c) tongue-protrusion (TP) judgments, and (d) sequential-finger-movement (SFM) judgments.
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the pacifier technique for assessing facial imitation in neonates in experiment 2. Half of the infants were exposed to the gestures in the order tongue protrusion, mouth opening; the other half were exposed to the gestures in the reverse order.
hand gestures: sequential finger movement, finger protrusion, hand opening, or passive hand.

For the purposes of analysis, the two highest ranks and the two lowest ranks were collapsed. This procedure yields dichotomous judgments of whether it was likely or unlikely (hereafter referred to as “yes” or “no”) that the infants were imitating a particular gesture. The distribution of “yes” judgments for each infant gesture peaked when the corresponding gesture was demonstrated by the experimenter (Fig. 2). In all four instances, Cochran Q tests (3) reveal that the judged behavior of the infants varies significantly as a function of the gestures they are shown [lip protrusion, $P < .01$ (Fig. 2a); mouth opening, $P < .02$ (Fig. 2b); tongue protrusion, $P < .05$ (Fig. 2c); and sequential finger movement, $P < .001$ (Fig. 2d)]. That this variation is attributable to imitation is supported by the fact that none of these effects is significant when the judgments corresponding to the imitative reaction (shaded columns in Fig. 2) are excluded from the analyses.

Experiment 1 avoided a prolonged stimulus-presentation period during which the experimenter might alter the timing of his gesturing as a function of the infant’s responses. However, in adopting a fixed stimulus-presentation period as brief as 15 seconds, it was sometimes necessary to repeat the presentation to ensure that the infants actually saw the gesture they were to imitate. This procedure then opened the possibility that the experimenter might unwittingly have been prefiltering the data by readministering the stimulus presentations until the random behavior of the infants coincided with the behavior demonstrated. A second study was therefore designed which is not open to this potential objection.

The subjects in experiment 2 were 12 infants ranging in age from 16 to 21 days ($\bar{X} = 19.3$). Six were male and six female. They were shown both a mouth-opening and a tongue-protrusion gesture in a repeated-measures design, counterbalanced for order of presentation. The experimental procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3. Testing began with the insertion of a pacifier into the infant’s mouth. Infants were allowed to suck on it for 30 seconds while the experimenter presented a passive face. The pacifier was then removed, and a 150-second baseline period was timed. After the baseline period, the pacifier was reinserted into the infant’s mouth, and the first gesture was demonstrated until the experimenter judged that the infant had watched it for 15 seconds. The experimenter then stopped gesturing, resumed a passive face, and only then removed the pacifier. A 150-second response period, during which the experimenter maintained his passive face, was clocked. Immediately thereafter the pacifier was reinserted, and the second gesture was presented in an identical manner.

Infants did not tend to open their mouths and let the pacifier drop out during the mouth-opening demonstration; nor did they push out the pacifier with their tongues during the tongue-protrusion demonstration. On the contrary, they sucked actively with the pacifier remaining firmly within their mouths during the stimulus-presentation period. Thus, the pacifier technique (i) safeguards against the experimenter’s altering his gesturing as a function of the imitative responses of the infant and (ii) permits the experimenter to demonstrate the gesture until the infant has seen it, while ensuring that the experimenter’s assessment of this point is uncontaminated by any knowledge of the infant’s imitative response.

The 36 videotaped segments (12 infants for 3 periods each) were scored in a random order by an undergraduate assistant who was uninformed of the structure of the experiment. The frequencies of tongue protrusions and mouth openings were tallied for each videotaped segment (5). The results demonstrate that neonates imitate both tongue protrusion and mouth opening (Fig. 4). As assessed by Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks tests (3), significantly more tongue-protrusion responses occurred after that gesture had been presented than during the baseline period ($P < .005$) or after the mouth-opening gesture ($P < .005$). Similarly, there were significantly more mouth-opening responses after that gesture had been demonstrated than during the baseline period ($P < .05$) or after the tongue-protrusion gesture ($P < .05$). It is noteworthy that under the present experimental conditions, the infants had to delay their imitation until after the gesture to be imitated had vanished from the perceptual field.

At least three different mechanisms could potentially underlie the imitation we report.

1) It could be argued that the imitation is based on reinforcement administered by either the experimenter or the parents. In order to prevent the experimenter from shaping the infant’s imitative responding, the procedure directed that he maintain an unreactive, neutral face during the response period. The experimenter’s face was videotaped throughout both experiments in order to evaluate whether this procedure was followed. The videotaped segments were shown to observers whose task it was to score any reinforcements that the experimenter administered. No smiles or vocalizations were noted in any trial. Indeed, the only changes from the passive face occurred in three trials in experiment 1, when the experimenter was judged to “blink extremely rapidly.” Considering only experiment 2, then, the experimental procedure does not appear to have been violated, and therefore, differential shaping of the mouth-opening and tongue-protrusion responses during the successive 150-second response periods is an unlikely source of the effects obtained.

Since none of the parents were informed about the nature of the study, special practice on imitative tasks at home in preparation for the experiment was avoided. Further, informal questioning revealed that no parent was aware of ever having seen babies imitating in the first 21 days of life; indeed, most were astonished at the idea. Thus, a history of parental reinforcement seems an improbable basis for imitation at this very early age.

2) This early imitation might be based on an innate releasing mechanism such as that described by Lorenz and Tinbergen (6). This view would hold that tongue protrusion, mouth opening, lip protrusion, and sequential finger movement are each fixed-action patterns and that each is released by the corresponding adult gesture (sign stimulus). The overall organization of the infant’s imitative response, particularly its lack of stereotypy, does not favor this interpretation. In addition, the fact that infants imitate not one, but four different gestures, renders this approach unlikely.
3) The hypothesis we favor is that this imitation is based on the neonate’s capacity to represent visually and proprioceptively perceived information in a form common to both modalities. The infant could thus compare the sensory information from his own unseen motor behavior to a “supramodal” representation of the visually perceived gesture and construct the match required (7). In brief, we hypothesize that the imitative responses observed are not innately organized and “released,” but are accomplished through an active matching process and mediated by an abstract representational system. Our recent observations of facial imitation in six newborns—one only 60 minutes old—suggest to us that the ability to use intermodal equivalences is an innate ability of humans. If this is so, we must revise our current conceptions of infancy, which hold that such a capacity is the product of many months of postnatal development. The ability to act on the basis of an abstract representation of a perceptually absent stimulus becomes the starting point for psychological development in infancy and not its culmination.
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Transplantable Pancreatic Carcinoma of the Rat

Abstract. Pancreatic carcinoma, which developed in a male Fischer 344 rat fed 0.1 percent nafenopin for 20 months, is being successfully transplanted into weanling rats. The tumor cells contain variable numbers of zymogen granules, and the endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi apparatus appear prominent. This transplantable tumor, which displays substantial amylase and lipase activity, should serve as a useful model system for immuno- and chemotherapeutic experiments, as well as for the study of synthesis, storage, and release of zymogen proteins in neoplastic cells.

Epidemiological studies indicate an unequivocal increase in the incidence of pancreatic carcinoma in several countries during the past three decades (1, 2). In the United States, pancreatic carcinoma ranks as the fourth most common cause of death by cancer, exceeded only by cancer of the lung, large bowel, and breast (2). Difficulty in early diagnosis, as well as lack of adequate knowledge of its biological behavior, appear to be major factors contributing to the poor prognosis of pancreatic carcinoma in humans (3). Since several studies suggest that pancreatic cancer in man may be etiologically related to exogenous chemicals and thus preventable (4), attempts are being made to develop suitable animal models of this cancer (5) which could serve as an effective system for various experimental manipulations aimed at preventing or altering the natural progression of the disease. Here we describe a transplantable pancreatic carcinoma of the rat which is capable of producing amylase and lipase.

The primary tumor developed in the pancreas of a male Fischer 344 rat that was fed nafenopin (2-methyl-2-1p-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-naphthylphenoxyacetic acid; St-13437), at a dietary concentration of 0.1 percent for 20 months. Nafenopin is a potent hepatic peroxisome proliferator (6) and, as reported elsewhere (7), the majority of rats fed this compound develop liver tumors. The primary pancreatic tumor was highly vascularized, measured 6 cm in diameter, and contained several cystic spaces filled with straw-colored fluid. Metastases were present in the liver. Histologically, the tumor was a well-poorly differentiated pancreatic acinar carcinoma originating from exocrine tissue (Fig. 1A). On electron microscopic examination, the primary pancreatic carcinoma cells revealed large nuclei with prominent nucleioli; the cytoplasm displayed abundant rough endoplasmic reticulum and prominent Golgi apparatus. Numerous zymogen granules were also seen in the tumor cells. Portions of this primary tumor were minced and diluted in sterile normal saline for inoculation into the peritoneal cavity at laparotomy.

Fig. 1. (A) Histological appearance of the original pancreatic carcinoma from a male Fischer 344 rat treated with nafenopin for 20 months. Acinar differentiation is evident, and numerous mitoses were present. (Hematoxylin and eosin; ×80.) (B) Subcutaneous transplanted of pancreatic carcinoma (second generation), fixed in 2.5 percent glutaraldehyde in 0.1M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4, for 30 minutes and then in 1 percent OsO4. This section (0.5 micrometer thick) of plastic-embedded tissue shows numerous secretory granules in the cytoplasm of tumor cells. (Toluidine blue; ×450.)
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